2020 ESG manager survey: Turning up the volume
Amplified focus on ESG factors and climate risk

Solutions for financial professionals
Introducing RISE®, an advisor-centric experience providing premium investment and business solutions.
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Solutions for institutional investors
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Recent blog posts

Hear from our experts on the issues our clients care about.

Global Market Outlook

Q4 update: The Old New Cycle

Overheated technology stocks and U.S. election uncertainty are near-term headwinds, but positive COVID-19 vaccine developments, dovish central banks and an ongoing economic recovery should allow equity markets to push higher.
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Emerging markets outlook: China's economy rebounds, but equities face concentration risk

Our projections for emerging markets in the year ahead, including an in-depth look at China's ongoing economic recovery.

Guarding against mindless investing

We have previously discussed the impact that human behaviours can have on financial outcomes. As the global pandemic has presented us with increased volatility and uncertainty, we thought it would be beneficial to revisit some of those behaviours.
Making a trade and checking it twice: Trading mistakes to avoid over the holidays

An examination of the global liquidity environment in equities, fixed income, foreign exchange and derivatives during the late-November-through-December timeframe.
Q4 2020 Fixed Income Survey: With the dust settling, is demand for riskier assets heating up?

In this latest survey, 64 leading bond and currency managers considered valuations, expectations and outlooks for the coming months. We ask what the inflation expectations going forward are and whether new investment opportunities are appearing?

MARKETS

Market attention shifts from elections to vaccines. Do value stocks benefit?

With expectations for a divided U.S. Congress come January, markets are turning their focus to COVID-19 vaccine developments.
Private markets: Diversifying for the future

Amid the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, we believe that investing in private markets may offer a raft of opportunities. Here's why.

Blog post

Have you or your investors been riding the wave of emotions in the market? Gain perspective with our interactive Cycle of Investor Emotions charts.

Ride the wave
We are a leading global investment solutions partner, dedicated to improving people’s financial security.
We are passionate about exceeding client expectations.

Our investment approach

Responsible investing

Reflecting what matters most to you and your investment goals through a robust, integrated process.

Our approach to ESG
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